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the main purpose of this study was to track offside passes in a game
environment. the camera system used to track the ball was
specifically designed for this study. it is an infrared system that is
located at the bottom of the soccer field, where the ball is being
played. the camera system tracks the tape on the ball and is attached
to the bottom of the soccer field. this system was designed to be
accurate and not interfere with play or cause any injury. the vicon
system can accurately detect passes that are offside. the camera
system does not need to be at all times during a game. the camera
system is installed at the end of the first or second half of the game,
based on the lead of the game. after the first or second half of the
game, the camera system can be turned off or completely removed.
the camera system is not connected to a computer. kevin and
dwight's relationship is central to the series. kevin and dwight's
friendship parallels george and michael's relationships. the show has
done an excellent job of using the pair as a study in men's friendship.
they have gone through many ups and downs in their friendship and
have been successful. kevin and dwight have always been successful
in business and friendship. their friendship is the foundation upon
which the success of both men is built on. kevin and dwight's
friendship does not always work out and it becomes a point of
contention within their friendship. they have had numerous
arguments and dwight routinely makes offensive remarks towards
kevin. kevin has made racist remarks towards dwight and the pair has
gone through many arguments in their friendship.
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